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Graphene exhibits rich new physics and great promise for applications in
electronics. The half-integer quantum Hall effect and high carrier mobility are critically
dependent on interactions with impurities/substrates and localization of Dirac fermions in
realistic devices. We microscopically study these interactions using scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) of exfoliated graphene on a SiO2 substrate in an applied magnetic field.
The magnetic field strongly affects the electronic behavior of the graphene; the states
condense into well-defined Landau levels with a dramatic change in the character of
localization. In zero magnetic field, weakly localized states are created by the substrate
induced disorder potential. In strong magnetic fields, the two–dimensional electron gas
breaks into a network of interacting quantum dots formed at the potential hills and valleys
of the disorder potential. Our results demonstrate how graphene properties are perturbed
by the disorder potential; a finding essential for the physics and applications of graphene.

The exposed and tunable two-dimensional graphene electronic system offers a convenient
test bed for an understanding of microscopic transport processes and the physics of localization.
Graphene’s high transport carrier mobility and broad tunability of electronic properties promise
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multiple applications1-3. As in semiconductor devices, these features are ultimately determined
by electron interactions and scattering from disorder including the surrounding environment of
the device. Direct access to the graphene with scanned probes allows for the measurement of
these interactions in greater detail4-13 than possible in conventional semiconductor devices where
the transport layers are buried below the surface. For example, STS with atomic resolution has
been used4,5 to study the local density of states of graphene and the role of disorder at zero
magnetic field. Scanning single-electron transistor experiments, sensitive to local electric fields,
produced local charge density maps with a spatial resolution of 150 nm6 and detected singleelectron charging phenomena at high magnetic fields7.
In this article, we present STS measurements of a gated single-layer exfoliated graphene
device in magnetic fields ranging from zero to the quantum Hall regime. With the ability to
control the charge density of Dirac fermions with an electrostatic back gate with fine resolution,
which was missing in previous STS studies5,8-14, we can investigate local density of states and
localization in graphene at the atomic scale while varying the Fermi energy (EF) with respect to
the Dirac (charge neutrality, ED) point. At zero magnetic field, we observe density fluctuations
arising from the disorder potential variations due to charged impurities underneath the graphene.
At higher magnetic fields, discrete Landau levels (LLs) are resolved with both electron and hole
states that follow single-layer graphene scaling. The LL spectra are dramatically different from
previous STS measurements on epitaxial graphene on SiC8,9,13 and graphene flakes on
graphite10,11, which are characteristic of weak disorder systems. Besides broader LLs due to
disorder, we observe an additional set of localization resonances in the tunneling spectra, which
are governed by single electron charging effects. Effectively, the localization in graphene can
create a local quantum dot (QD)7,15,16 with current flowing through two tunnel barriers in series;
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one barrier being the vacuum tunnel barrier between the probe tip and a local graphene QD, and
the other barrier originating from resistive incompressible strips that isolate the QD in high
magnetic fields. As a result, our STS measurements can not only detect local density of state
variations in graphene with/without magnetic fields, but we are also capable of measuring the
graphene electronic structure with sensitivity to probe single-electron charging phenomena at the
Fermi level.
Figure 1a shows a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) topograph of single-layer
graphene exfoliated on SiO2/Si substrate (see supplemental material) over an area of 60 nm × 60
nm. The peak-to-peak height corrugation of 1.2 nm is presumably due to the surface roughness
of the underlying SiO24,17,18. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1a, the graphene honeycomb lattice is
clearly resolved in atomic resolution STM images in any of the local areas.
First, we turn our attention to how charged impurities and structural disorder affect the
local electronic properties of graphene in zero magnetic field. In an ideal graphene layer, the
carrier density can be continuously tuned from hole to electron doping through zero density at
ED. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1c, local disorder gives rise to a spatially varying electrostatic
potential that changes the relative position of ED with respect to EF. By applying an external gate
voltage, we can tune the level of the chemical potential, EF with respect to ED, switching the
charge carriers between electrons and holes. If EF is close to ED, then spatially alternating
patterns of electron and hole puddles are formed4,6,19,20. The variation of this local electrostatic
potential has been considered as one of the main sources for the measured minimum conductivity
in macroscopic graphene devices20.
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The distribution of the density set by the back gate voltage and spatially modulated by the
disorder potential can be determined by locating ED, a local minimum of the differential
conductance dI/dV; a quantity that is proportional to the graphene local density of states. Figure
1d shows a representative dI/dV spectrum with two distinct minima observed at tunneling bias
voltages Vb = -140 mV and Vb = 0 mV. The minimum at Vb = -140 mV corresponds to ED while
the zero-bias anomaly at Vb = 0 mV is characteristic of tunneling into graphene and other lowdimensional systems5,14,21. The zero-bias anomaly complicates an unambiguous ED
determination when the average density is set close to the neutrality point. By setting the
average ED away from zero bias and following the method developed in the reference 4, we
obtain the spatial variation of ED from the mapping of dI/dV at a fixed Vb close to the average ED
(Fig. 1b). The map provides an approximate landscape of the spatial distribution of the density
fluctuations. Several distinct features with a characteristic length scale of 20 nm to 30 nm are
identified by potential minima (pink colored region) and maxima (blue colored region). At low
densities, these pink and blue areas would lead to electron and hole puddles, respectively.
While the approach described above provides a useful guide to identify the density
fluctuations, accurate measurements of the fluctuations can be made only by finding the energy
position of ED from the individual spectra at each spatial point. Tracking ED represented by a
‘dip’ in the dI/dV map in the vicinity of Vb ≈ -140 mV (Fig. 1e) yields a peak-to-peak variation of
≈ 20 meV in a given disorder potential, which corresponds to a density fluctuation of ≈ 3 × 1011
cm-2. Near the second minimum in the dI/dV spectrum in the vicinity of EF (zero bias), we
observe a series of sharp resonances with spacing of the order of ≈15 mV and linewidths of ≈10
mV (Figs. 1d and 1e). We attribute these resonances to scattering from impurities or the disorder
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potential5. This interpretation is supported by the correlation between the spatial properties of
the disorder potential and the spatial variation of the resonances (Figs. 1b and 1e).
More insight on the resonant peaks can be obtained from measuring dI/dV with respect to
gate bias, i.e. gate mapping. The presence of the back gate controlling the charge density allows
us to use a convenient approach to collecting and analyzing data in STS experiments as
displayed in Figs. 2a and 2b. For a gate map, a series of dI/dV spectra is recorded as a function
of both tunneling bias and gate voltages at a fixed spatial location. The Dirac point in zero
magnetic field, represented by a dI/dV ‘dip’ in Fig. 2a varies in energy as a function of gate
voltage. The dotted yellow line is from the best fit of the ED evolution with the Fermi velocity of
(1.12 ± 0.01) × 106 ms-1, which agrees well with those from previously reported
exfoliated6,14,22,23 and epitaxial graphene studies8.
It is clear that resonant peaks, present around ED, evolve in the same fashion as ED as a
function of applied gate voltage (Fig. 2a), and persist even in low magnetic fields (Fig. 2b). We
can easily identify that the resonance peaks are tied to the graphene dispersion relation,
suggesting that the resonances are graphene derived states originating from impurity scattering or
disorder potential, which have been a subject of recent theoretical interests in relation to the
relativistic carriers of graphene24,25. These resonances would induce partial localization in the
disorder potential, which will be reflected in magneto-transport studies.
In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field, charge carriers in graphene circulate in
cyclotron orbits with quantized energies referred to as Landau levels (LLs). As shown in Fig.
2b, the evolution of the graphene LLs can be tracked as a function of gate voltage; here at 2 T the
evolution of the N=0 LL as a function of gate voltage is observed at the same location of ED
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following the identical dispersion relation as ED at 0 T (Fig. 2a). With increasing magnetic field,
additional LLs develop along with the N=0 LL8. Figures 2c and 2d show a series of dI/dV
spectra in magnetic fields up to 8 T at Vg = -10 V (hole carriers) and Vg = 50 V (electron
carriers), respectively. As expected, the N=0 LL peak develops at the location of ED and
additional LLs are distinctly resolved up to N=7 with both electron and hole carriers. It is
instructive to point out that the LL linewidths are significantly broadened compared to previous
reports on graphene on SiC8,9, reflecting the shorter lifetimes and lower carrier mobility due to
the substrate induced disorder potential. The LL energies follow the single-layer graphene
scaling with energies that scale as NB and yield a carrier velocity of (1.1 ± 0.3) × 106 ms-1 (see
supplement material)26. This value is consistent with those obtained from the analysis of EDdependence on Vg shown in Fig. 2
We now turn our attention to the regime where the N=0 LL is in the vicinity of EF in the
quantum Hall regime. This low density regime corresponds to the breakup of the 2D electron
system into electron and hole puddles due to the variations in the disorder potential4,6,19,20.
Figures 3, a-c show gate maps of dI/dV spectra at 8 T at different spatial locations indicated by
(a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 1b, respectively. The pinning of the LLs at EF produces a stair-case
pattern of LLs in the gate maps27-29. Each LL is fixed at EF until all of its degenerate states are
completely filled. Then, the next available LL is pulled to EF, with other LLs followed
correspondingly. Besides, a narrow dark band observed in the vicinity of EF is characteristic of a
decrease in tunneling probability due to the development of a Coulomb gap in the quantum Hall
regime27.
An additional set of prominent features is visible in the gate maps appearing as bands of a
quartet of peaks in the dI/dV spectra running diagonally. Note that the individual peaks only
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cross EF at which the particular LLs (LL0, LL±1) are pinned. In addition, when the quartet of
peaks intersect LLs at EF, the respective LLs and the quartet of peaks form a well defined series
of diamond structures (Figs. 3d and 3e), which are the main characteristic of Coulomb blockade
physics. We identify the four-fold peaks as single-electron charging phenomena arising from
Coulomb blockade effects in a graphene quantum dot (QD). A quartet of charging peaks has
been observed with similar STS measurements in single-walled carbon nanotube QDs30 and can
be attributed to two valley-degenerate quantum states accommodating two electrons each (spinup and spin-down).
Here we assert that graphene QDs in our device are defined by the underlying disorder
potential and the incompressible (resistive) strips formed around potential hills and valleys in the
quantum Hall regime (Fig. 4a). While the Coulomb charging of localized states is known to
dominate the microscopic behavior at the Fermi energy6,7,16, the appearance of the charging
peaks overlapping with other LLs over the large energy range of the STS measurements (Figs. 3,
a-c) is somewhat unexpected. At higher sample bias, there exist several conducting channels
contributing to individual dI/dV spectra. As illustrated in the Fig. 4b, opening of a new
conducting channel between the tip and sample Fermi levels appears as a peak in dI/dV
spectrum. Specifically, the charging resonant peaks are only seen in tunneling spectra when the
energy levels of QD are aligned to the sample Fermi level15,30.
We note that the group of four dI/dV peaks seen at high magnetic fields emerges from a
broad band present at lower magnetic fields (B < 4 T) (Figs. 3f and 3g) that even exists at 0 T
(Fig. 2a). A set of dI/dV bands, as indicated with white arrows in Figs. 2a and 2b, is visible
around Vg = 20 V where ED is close to EF. The relation between this zero/low field band and the
charging peaks at high fields is apparent; both bands correspond to resonance phenomena at the
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Fermi level. The bands at zero/low fields are likely caused by the scattering resonances
discussed above while the quartet of charging peaks at high fields are from the resonance
tunneling through quantized energy levels inside graphene QDs.
Detailed plots of dI/dV spectra displaying the evolution of a quartet of charging peaks as
the magnetic field increases are shown in Figs. 3f and 3g for LL0 near EF (Fig. 3f), and for LL1 at
high sample bias (Fig. 3g), respectively. As dictated by Coulomb blockade physics15, the sample
bias spacing between individual dI/dV peaks is the energy required to add an additional charge
into the QD. We assume that the energy spacing is mainly determined by the charging energy
(EC) because the Zeeman energy (EZ ≈ 0.92 meV at B = 8 T) is much smaller than the observed
energy spacing. The charging peaks start developing around 5 T and the peak spacing is
observed to be independent of magnetic field; the variance in EC from 5 T to 8 T is around 1
meV (see supplement material).
We note that the spacing between charging peaks is uniform at the intersection with LL1
but splits into two groups for LL0. It is more obvious from the size variation of Coulomb
diamonds revealing that the central diamond of the LL0 is larger than other diamonds (Fig. 3d).
In contrast, the size of Coulomb diamonds for the LL1 shown in Fig. 3e is uniform. We suggest
that the increased energy splitting between the second and third charging peaks is caused by the
lifting of the valley degeneracy for the N=0 LL. The additional energy gap due to this symmetry
breaking is estimated to be 10 meV at EF at 8 T. Thus, we can extract EC associated with LL0 as
(16.4 ± 0.6) meV26, from the energy spacing for the first two and the last two charging peaks (see
supplement material) in the vicinity of EF. We can also calculate the size of the QD with EC and
capacitances obtained from the gate maps (See Methods). Given EC = (16.4 ± 0.6) meV and the
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gate map (Fig. 3b) taken at the spatial location of (b) in Fig. 1b, we can estimate the diameter of
QD to be (45 ± 1) nm26.
Detailed information on the LL spatial profile in the disorder potential and subsequent
QD formation can be obtained by spatially mapping the local density of states (dI/dV signal) in
the quantum Hall regime. A three-dimensional dI/dV dataset was taken with a sample bias
varying from -300 mV to 300 mV and 0.4 nm spatial resolution at B = 8 T and Vg = 20 V.
Similar to the characteristics of the gate map measurements, two distinct sets of features
associated with either the density of states in LLs or the charging phenomena can be seen in the
spatial maps. In Fig. 4c, the dominant pattern is defined by the spatial extent of the LL0 at EF
revealing the spatial location of the graphene QD in the location (b) of Fig. 1b; a compressible
(conductive) LL0 dot is encircled by an incompressible (resistive) region that defines the QD
(Fig. 4a). The map in Fig. 4d, measured at high sample bias (Vb = 300 mV), shows four wellresolved concentric ring-like features representing the individual Coulomb charging peaks in the
QD. As the tip moves to the center of the QD, the capacitance between the tip and the QD
increases, sequentially inducing electron additions to the QD. It is clear from the maps that the
spatial distribution of QDs formed in Fig. 4 is highly correlated with that of electron-rich puddles
and incompressible strips with hole-rich ones (Fig. 1b). This correlation explains why the
charging peak separation energies are relatively insensitive to changes in magnetic field (Figs. 3f
and 3g); the QD sizes are defined by the disorder potential landscape. Different QDs are also
observed in different regions of the disorder potential (see supplement material).
Charging of the QDs by the tunneling electrons is sensitive to the spatial properties of the
local disorder potential (Figs. 3, a-c). The bands of charging peaks intersect with LLs at the edge
of the flat pinned plateau near EF. Interestingly, this behavior is different for disorder potential
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minima (Figs. 3a and 3b) and potential maxima (Fig. 3c). As the density is increased by
changing Vg, the next LL starts to be populated in the minima while the surrounding area remains
at an integer filling factor forming an incompressible strip. Hence, for potential minima, the QD
is well defined at the beginning of the plateau. An opposite evolution occurs at potential
maxima; as the density is increased, the surrounding regions reach integer filling factor before
the center of the potential maximum, thereby spatially defining the boundary of the QD as the
LL is filled and the single-electron charging is observed at the end of the plateau. We note that
the LL-transitions between pinned regions in Fig. 3 have the same slopes as the Coulomb
diamonds indicating that the transitions between LLs pinned at EF are defined by the same
interactions and capacitances as the single-electron charging of the graphene QDs.
Our results demonstrate that the localization phenomena in graphene contribute to the
STS spectra through two distinct set of features, one being through the density of states probed at
the tunneling energy, and the other identified in the STS gate maps here, being conductance
resonances at EF. It has been well understood that the STS measurement can probe the scattering
and the localization of wavefunctions leading to modulation of local density of states as a
function of location and energy5. The sensitivity of the STS measurements to the low-energy
physics at EF was believed to quickly decay when the tunneling energy exceeds the energies of
interaction and localization. However, in the general case of systems with low density of states,
tip potential effectively gates the sample and modifies the transmission at the Fermi level. As a
result, Fermi-level physics such as interaction and localization can be probed at much higher
energies, as demonstrated here. The identification of this new channel is afforded by the unique
exposure of the graphene electronic system at the surface and the tunability of localization by the
application of a magnetic field.
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Methods
Extracting Fermi velocity from gate maps. The Dirac point in zero magnetic field varies in
energy as a function of gate voltage as ED = c* π n , where c* is the dispersion velocity of

=
n α Vg − VO is the two-dimensional (2D) charge-carrier density induced by the
graphene,
applied gate potential Vg, VO is the shift of the Dirac point created by local intrinsic doping, and

α is determined by the gate capacitance. With an insulating SiO2 layer of 300 nm thickness,
α is estimated from a simple capacitor model22,23 to be 7.19 × 1010 cm-2V-1. The dotted yellow
line in Fig. 2a is the best fit of the ED evolution with c* = (1.12 ± 0.01) × 106 ms-1 and VO = (20.0
± 0.1) V26.
Calculating the size of graphene QD from gate maps. It is straightforward to estimate the QD
capacitance and the size from the Coulomb diamond features15. The single-electron transport
through the graphene QDs is controlled by the voltages applied at the tip, contact to graphene,
and the back gate through the capacitances of the vacuum gap (Cd), the incompressible strip (Cs),
and the gate insulator (Cg), respectively (Fig. 4a). The ratio of capacitances obtained from the
slopes of Coulomb diamonds in Fig. 3b around LL0-pinned region, Vg ≈ 15 V, is Cd : Cs : Cg = 31
: 23 : 1. The charging energy is determined by total capacitance (Ctot) of the QD, EC = e2 / Ctot,
where Ctot = Cd + Cs + Cg. From the measured EC = (16.4 ± 0.6) meV, we calculate the total
capacitance of the QD, Ctot = 9.8 × 10-18 F and the gate capacitance, Cg = 1.8 × 10-19 F, yielding
the QD diameter of (45 ± 1) nm26.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: STM topography and STS dI/dV measurements at zero magnetic field. a, STM
topography image, 60 nm × 60 nm, of exfoliated single-layer grahene on SiO2/Si substrate.
(inset) 3.5 nm × 3.5 nm atomic resolution image showing the graphene honeycomb lattice.
Tunneling parameters: set-point current I = 100 pA and sample bias Vb = -300 mV for both
images. b, Fixed-bias closed-loop dI/dV map (Vb = -300 mV, Vg = 40 V) over the same area as
Fig. 1a revealing the spatial distribution of the disorder potential. c, Schematic diagram of the
disorder potential variation as a function of spatial location. The relative position of the Fermi
energy to the Dirac point can be tuned by an electrostatic potential from a back gate. d, dI/dV
spectra taken at the top-most position of the white arrow in Fig. 1b showing a dI/dV minimum at
the Dirac point. A second minimum occurs at the Fermi level (zero sample bias) along with a
series of sharp resonance peaks indicated by the vertical tick marks. STS parameters: set-point
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current I = 300 pA, sample bias Vb = -300 mV, root-mean-square (RMS) modulation voltage 4
mV and gate voltage Vg = 40 V. e, A sequence of dI/dV spectra taken along the white line in Fig.
1b showing a number of resonances that vary with the disorder potential variation. The vertical
axis is the distance along the line and the horizontal axis is the sample bias. The green solid line
indicates the spatial Dirac point variation (ΔED ≈ 20 mV) along the white arrow in Fig. 1b. The
dI/dV intensity is displayed in a color scale. STS parameters are the same as Fig. 1d.
Figure 2: Gate and magnetic-field dependence of STS dI/dV spectra. a-b, dI/dV gate maps
taken at a fixed location (marked (b) in Fig. 1b) as a function of sample bias and gate voltage at
0 T and 2 T, respectively. The yellow dash-dotted lines show the evolution of the Dirac point at
0 T (LL0 peak at 2 T) as a function of gate voltage. The scattering resonances observed in Figs.
1d and 1e are seen to follow the variation of the Dirac point. Broad dI/dV bands marked with
white arrows in Figs. 2a and 2b are from the confinement by p-n junctions at lower magnetic
fields and are evolving into a quartet of charging peaks at higher fields as seen in Fig. 3. c-d,
Landau level spectra for various magnetic fields from 0 T to 8 T with hole (Vg = -10 V) and
electron (Vg = 50 V) carriers, respectively. The dI/dV curves are offset for clarity. The various
LL indices are indicated. The first three LLs (LL1, LL±2, LL±3) are indicated by colored triangles
in (Figs. 2 b-d). STS parameters: set-point current I = 300 pA, sample bias Vb = -300 mV and
RMS modulation voltage 4 mV.
Figure 3: dI/dV gate maps around the Dirac point in the quantum Hall regime. a-c, High
resolution dI/dV gate maps obtained at 8 T at the locations (a-c), respectively, indicated in Fig.
1b. Locations (a) and (b) correspond to disorder potential minima, and (c) to a maximum. d-e,
Magnified images of the green-boxed regions in Fig. 3a showing Coulomb diamond features
where charging lines intersect with LL0 (d), and LL1 (e), at the Fermi level. f-g, Four-fold
Coulomb oscillation spectra measured for various magnetic fields from 0 T to 8 T at a fixed
location (marked (b) in Fig. 1b) around the Fermi level for LL0 (f) and around -220 mV for LL1
(g) (see dotted yellow arrows in Fig. 3b), respectively. Note that LL0 peak evolves at the Fermi
level at lower magnetic fields (2 T to 4 T, in (f)) and Coulomb blockade effects overshadow the
LL0-peak development at higher fields (5 T to 8 T, in (f)). The unequal (f) / equal (g) spacing
between charging peaks is clearly seen. The blue dots in Fig. 3b correspond to bias and gate
voltages for the dI/dV maps in Figs. 4b and 4c. STS parameters: set-point current I = 300 pA,
sample bias Vb = -300 mV and RMS modulation voltage 2 mV.
Figure 4: Formation of graphene QDs in the quantum Hall regime. a, Schematic of the
breakup of the graphene 2DEG into interacting QDs (compressible regions) separated by
insulating strips (incompressible regions) in the quantum Hall regime. Capacitances around the
graphene QDs are defined in the main text. b, Schematic of single electron tunneling events
through the graphene QD defined by two tunneling barriers (vacuum barrier and incompressible
strip (I.S.) barrier) at high sample bias. Inside the QD, the Landau level pinned at the Fermi
level is quantized into discrete charging levels. The incompressible strip barrier is not larger than
the gap between LLs and peaks in dI/dV are observed when a new channel appears either at the
STM tip Fermi energy (i.e. Landau level density of states) or at the Fermi level of sample (i.e.
quantized states of graphene quantum dots). c-d, Spatial dI/dV maps, 60 nm × 60 nm, at Vg = 20
V and B = 8 T over the same area as in Fig. 1a. c, The map at the Fermi level (Vb = 0 mV)
shows a compressible LL0 region surrounded by incompressible strips, which gives rise to an
14

isolated graphene QD. d, Map of charging peaks at higher sample bias, Vb = 300 mV. These
maps correspond to the locations in the gate map indicated by the blue circles in Fig. 3b. STS
parameters: set-point current I = 300 pA, sample bias Vb = -300 mV and RMS modulation
voltage 4 mV.
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